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IIlllluummiinnaattiioonn
L. Folger

She lay, gazing
into the hollow darkness above

with its bright spattering of stars
not yet in her grasp,
like the blueberries

on the highest branches,
the same plump berries

that stained her face
and her hands

the color of the deep purple sky. 
As she reached and reached

but still did not catch
one of those everlasting lights,

strong hands, callused into hard tree bark,
lied her up toward the universe,

closer to the unknown,
leaving the impression of her small body

in the rough sand
that had molded into her inviting bed.

And as those hands lied her into the oblivion above,
she again reached,

her small pink fingers outstretched – up – up
until they plucked a shimmering light
from the giant blueberry stain above

and let it fall safely into her imprint below. 

L. Folger is a junior who loves to dance and be outside.
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DDiipp  TTrraayy
M. Flynn

M. Flynn is a senior and in her spare time she loves to dance.
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CCaassccaaddee
J. Haskell

Cascade over a bare back.

Slip through his fingers.

Gleam in the sunlight.

Tie up with eloquence.

Rough in adoration.

Fall with seduction.

Chop off with enthusiasm.

Tear out with stress.

Pull with abuse.

Wash, Rinse, Repeat.

J. Haskell loves to sing, laugh, and dance!
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UUnnttiittlleedd
C. Svedine

C. Svedine is a senior.
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DDaanncciinn’’  iinn  tthhee  RRaaiinn
C. McManus

Lorie loved to dance.
Her first steps were on chubby red legs with pointed toes and a smile so

bright, in its own gurgling, lolling, and slightly drooling way, that it lit up the
room. As she grew older, her bouncy, halting rhythm gave way to lithe graceful-
ness, and her entire life revolved around dancing–in dance class, at home doing
homework, down the grocery store aisles; anywhere. e occasion that held a
special place in her heart, though, was dancing in the rain. She loved to spin
around in circles, feeling her long, dark hair whip around and thwap her head
like a stinging slap to the face, sending water droplets careening through the air
around her. She loved the feel of cold raindrops stinging her upturned face, hov-
ering for a moment on her eyelids before slipping down and leaving a cool, clear
track on her face, as though she'd been crying. Whereas many people she knew
eagerly anticipated warm, sunny days, Lorie experienced that same sense of ex-
cited prescience when the weatherman predicted nonstop rain.

One damp, windy April morning, as she dragged her resisting body out of
bed to get ready for school, Lorie glanced out the window and saw an already
gray, overcast sky hanging motionless and ominously over the town. Her heart
leapt into her chest because she knew that mornings such as these brought beau-
tiful rainfalls perfect for shameless dancing in later on. roughout school she
remained distracted and impatient, staring abstractly out windows and doodling
absentmindedly on her papers. Aer school, she hurried to her bus, liing a
smiling face to the wet drizzle that had begun. By the time she stepped onto her
smooth and black driveway, the wet drizzle had progressed into a steady down-
pour that struck the various surrounding surfaces like muted chimes. As soon as
the bus was out of sight, Lorie let out an ecstatic laugh and spun around with an
upturned face and arms stretched out as far as they could reach. She spun faster
and faster, until the raindrops above her eyes became a whirling vortex that
threatened to suck her in any second. As she spun, one thought was more clear
than any others in Lorie's mind; this experience was the epiphany of life, this
was all she needed or even wanted at that moment. is was life. 
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Suddenly, one of Lorie's feet got caught on the other, and her heavy back-
pack tipped her forwards. With nothing more than a sickening rushing feeling
going through her mind, the concrete driveway moved faster and faster toward
her eyes in a blur, until cold pain exploded through her head, almost as though a
refrigerated egg had been cracked upon it. As soon as that black pain exploded,
she cried out, but then felt herself slipping into a delicious sleep promising no
pain at all, only peaceful blankness, unending black.

A white slit squeezed its way slowly, methodically through that blackness.
As Lorie's eyes opened fully, expanding that white slit to full color vision, her
ears picked up quiet murmurings. She strained them groggily, wanting to under-
stand what was being said. She blinked, slower than usual, she thought hazily,
taking in the strange sight around her. Crisp, clean whiteness of a hospital bed,
and an intense aching coming from somewhere within her head. Her ears again
picked up the quiet murmurs, and she strained them to hear what was being
said. 

"No surface wounds, and no bleeding shown on the CT scan, so it must be
a concussion," a strange voice was saying soly. 

"But she'll be okay?" at worried voice was her mother.
"Well, yes, but I'm warning you now, she's not going to be doing any physi-

cal activity anytime soon…probably not for a year or so, because of the serious-
ness of the concussion." 

e rest of the conversation was drowned out as Lorie's ears immediately
shut down, stilled with shock along with the rest of her body. No physical activ-
ity for a year? at included dancing! Tilting her head ever so slightly and ig-
noring the pain that it incited, her wide, sad eyes gazed through the hospital
window to the so rain outside, which was slipping away from her faster than
quicksand, faster than anything, faster than she could endure. Her eyes, sud-
denly heavy, closed slowly and despairingly, and a dull ache from around her
chest joined the perpetual pain in her head. 

C. McManus is a sophomore.
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LLeennnniiee’’ss  MMoouussee
M. Edgar

M. Edgar is a 14-year-old eshman whose main interests include contemporary
and classical ballet, playing her white Fender Stratocaster, and drawing. When

she’s not doing any of these things, you can probably find her listening to indie, al-
ternative, and punk rock. Her favorite places include Greenwich Village, New York;
Haight Ashbury in San Francisco, California; and London, England. She is a cre-

ative and urban girl who loves the arts. 
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RRoooosstteerr--ssnnaaiill
A. Morrison

A. Morrison enjoys art, curling and swimming.
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PPaappeerr
L. Helich

I am blank. A sliver of white nothingness,
Or so it seems, until you put me to good use.

I sit there, a rectangle of no particular size,
Awaiting the expression of your creative mind—

Always beckoning.
Soon, I feel the sweep, the arc of your gentle strokes,

Turning me, something quite simple, with care,
Into a design so colorful, so beautiful, so unique.

With the help of your paintbrush, I provide your escape. 
Now I am lined. White again, but with baby blue parallels,

Printed at even intervals, breaking up my plain surface.
I stare at you, and you glare back, pencil in hand,

Wanting to shred me to worthless pieces,
e words caught at the back of your throat.

Time passes—
I experience the whirr of your incessant scribbles,

e thoughts pouring from your inspired soul.
On me, you create evocative, eloquent prose. 

L. Helich is an athletic, artistic, creative, strong, hard-working student. She plays
sports year round: soccer, basketball and lacrosse, but soccer is her favorite sport. She

loves the summertime; a day at the beach or an ice cream cone om Ben & Bill's
sounds perfect.
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AArrcchh  wwiitthh  PPaaiinntteedd  BBoorrddeerr
E. Gawarkiewicz

E. Gawarkiewicz is a senior in “Advanced Digital Imaging.”  She enjoys nature
photography, going on adventures and eating raspberries.
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MMyy  MMiillee
D. Donahue

For many long years

I’ve had these shoes,

And like my hat, they’ve

Become faded and worn

And oen have I changed

Laces, but never have I

Forsaken them, or put

em away for someone

Else. I wish others would

See that and like myself

Walk in their own shoes

Again. 

D. Donahue is a senior, hoping to major in filmmaking, graphic design 
and animation at Fitchburg State College. 
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JJeettttyy  aanndd  BBeeaacchh
A. Grato

A. Grato is a senior looking into going to college for photography.
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HHooww  TToo  BBee  BBeeaauuttiiffuull
L. Donahue

ey come to and fro
ese lovely girls

With the treasures they have
ey must own the world

e gowns they wear
Have I not seen before?

In windows and booklets
Yes, now I see once more!

ey all wear the best
at money can buy

ough they all look alike
ey are simply divine

But wait! What's this?
Such an unusual sight!
A sun among the stars

She shines with such light!
A Goddess to his eyes

A princess to her
She stands in the doorway

Far more prettier
She has hair that shimmers

Eyes that glow
And from her waist
A dress that flows
She stands so tall

With a beautiful smile
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And what do I know
is maiden is worth my while

"Do tell," I ask of her
"You look like a fairy!

But may I beg you,
Is your design solitary?"

She giggles slightly
And then leans into my ear,

"I will tell you my secret
but it's your choice to hear.

I do not own the world
Nor am I an heiress.

I am but a simple girl
Nowhere near your Goddess
My mother did my make-up

ese shoes are hand-me-downs
And from nothing but a thri store

Is where I got this gown
I may not have the money

To buy what they wear
But I am beautiful this way

So why should I care?
I wear what I was designed for

Not what everyone is told to be
Besides, when I am this way,

I can always be me

L. Donahue is a sophomore and works as a book reviewer for Eight Cousins chil-
dren's bookstore. She enjoys rollerblading and making pointalism drawings.
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AAmmeerriiccaann  FFllaagg
E. Leavell

E. Leavell loves taking photos of everything.
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CCoonnfifirrmmeedd  SSoovveerreeiiggnnttyy
A. Barton

At that house,
As I approach that door,

I am flooded with the memories
Of what my life

Was like all those years.
Time goes by,

It doesn’t move a second.
I’m trapped by him,

Turning the knob, the sweat
Trickles from my forehead
Like little droplets of rain
Falling on a windshield,

I close my eyes to hide the pain,
He’s there,

His face, his smirk
Forming slowly as his lips

Fix together, tightening his mouth
Controlling me,

Hurting me
ose memories never fade,

ey are still the present.
Entering that room

e aroma fills my senses:
A mix of cigarettes and chocolate,

e room contains no smokers
Or candy wrappers
It has been months

Without seeing that monster;
at piece of paper

Keeps us far from each other,
But never will a document
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End my pain.
I have the same nightmare every night:

My mother opening that door
Crawling on her knees,

Hands at her throat,
Can’t breathe.

Suddenly I would open my eyes,
Darkness replacing her frantic look;

e shadows played off the walls
Like fun-house mirrors,

Where was he?
Not here, but somewhere,

His voice pierced my thoughts
Like a dagger

Digging deep into my heart
He said, don’t try, you are no one,

You are worth nothing:
Not a breath,
Not a heart

Should be wasted on you
I continue to breathe,

I approach that driveway every day
Made up of different red bricks

With moss sneaking up through the cracks
Wondering why he gets freedom,

And I am the one trapped in prison.
We will meet again, that time

We will both be prisoners,
Contained in invisible ropes

at binds us, preventing movement
And when that gavel pierces the room,

e cool air will travel through us
Giving shivers down both our spines.

A. Barton is a sophomore; she enjoys playing field hockey, hanging out with iends
and spending time with the people who will always be there for her.
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AAnnttiicciippaattiioonn
S. Krishfield

Two hours on hair,
Two hours on makeup.

All to prepare
For an unforeseen breakup.

S. Krishfield is a sophomore. She plays soccer and tennis, and runs track. 
She also dances and plays the piano. Math and French are her favorite subjects.
is poem was was inspired by “e Golf Links” by Sarah Norcliffe Cleghorn. 

11994433
S. Scovill

ree words
Two women
One secret

S. Scovill likes getting lost in the woods or on unfamiliar roads. She likes to read,
watch the TV show “Intervention” and write when she’s feeling creative.
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WWaasshhiinnggttoonn  MMoonnuummeenntt
A. Cvitan

A. Cvitan is a junior. Currently he is displaying his artwork at the Jimmy Fund
Clinic in Boston for cancer patients..
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ee  SSiicckknneessss
G. Repeta

Procrastination is a sickness that does not distinguish between race,
gender, or physical health; anyone can become infected by procrastination. It in-
vades your system slowly like the common cold virus, and as you put your as-
signments on hold it gains strength and becomes more virulent.

It’s Monday and your AP biology teacher announces a test for that Fri-
day, but you have plenty of time to study.

e procrastination starts out subtly now, living in the air and just
prickling at your skin passing on its sensation to your mind. You grab a snack
and stretch out on the couch to watch some reality T.V. Your muscles begin to
relax and the tension from the day melts away. In a little while you analyze some
English homework, slide into a pre-cal mode, and then translate some Latin
phrases. Too late to start studying for biology. You convince yourself to get some
sleep and start fresh tomorrow. Your skin begins to burn just a bit, and procrasti-
nation scratches your throat.

Later the next day you retreat home exhausted; you push yourself into
the shower and somehow during dinner guide your fork to your mouth. You
complete your pre-cal and Spanish homework for the following day with all of
your remaining possible strength. e procrastination has passed through the
pores of your skin and is making its way into your immune system. It’s 11:00 and
your eyes reluctantly turn toward your biology book. Procrastination tries to
hold your hands behind your back, but you break these restraints and grab your
book. You skim the chapters, breeze over the review questions, and scramble a
few terms in your mind. You’ve studied for the test in advance! You are winning
over the procrastination, and it recedes from attacking your system. You are so
proud of yourself for actually opening your biology book that you reward your-
self by joining your parents to watch some late night television.

Foolish you.
As you sleep and your defenses are down, the procrastination comes

roaring back on its assault of your body. It is multiplying and dividing, growing
stronger as the clock tics on.
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Your plan was to wake up at 5:30 am to get some studying in, but pro-
crastination caused you to hit the snooze button until it was far too late. e
rest of the day you decide that the studying can hold off a little while longer. You
are nourishing the procrastination, appeasing its lusty jaws. Your throat burns
and your nose runs. Infection begins to defeat you.

e procrastination becomes a part of your bloodstream now, mixing
with the red and white blood cells and trying to conceal itself from you. As you
begin to study, the information seems jumbled and foreign and none of it is pro-
cessing in your brain. Procrastination tells you to take a break and it slyly reas-
sures your mind that when you study later you will comprehend the
information. Later, to procrastination’s delight you don’t remember any of the
notes. e clock reads 10:30 pm and the mistress of sleep is already weighing
down your eyelids. e words begin to blur but you keep on reading: the test is
tomorrow.

You jerk awake to find that your notes have become one with your face,
and you must peel them off one by one. Procrastination is a part of your nervous
system now, jumping across your body in fractions of a second and it becomes
part of your brain including the way you function and reason, you frantically at-
tempt to study during other classes the day before your test but you cannot
focus, your brain is short circuiting, and there is a look of sheer panic in your
eyes and your palms sweat as your nose runs, and your throat burns, and your
cough becomes uncontrollable as the infection reaps its victory.

It’s Friday— fourth period AP Biology.
Procrastination is a murderer of your time and it cruelly steals away your

passion.

G. Repeta is a junior, and admits that she can't help procrastinating on school as-
signments om time to time. She enjoys reading, cooking, and spending time with

iends.
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RReessoollvvee
K. Johansson

I get in,
the voice starts

the one
with slander, disapproval,

not
appreciation.
Just this time
familiar slur,

indicative drawl,
so I know what this will be

as we pull away
and there is the sound:

resentment.
Also, interjections from the other

palliating agreements
that are accidentally detrimental

like the jetties on the shore.
e radio next, welcome

covers that noise,
now yelling along,

ears thud until I no longer notice,
deafened,

a new problem presents:
the other senses.

See the misty light
zigzagging

the lines in the road
undulate

feel, feel the swerves,
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erratic,
subtle jolts

like a rollercoaster
of undercurrents,

which incite a frantic text message
to recall another universe

conceal my irony
with macabre jokes

that just make aware
of

my taught chest
my seized stomach.

And I know
in the passenger seat

he too is aware
of our apprehension,

shared fear
the scents which fill our noses,

so that we can taste wooden brew,
spices,

underlying yeast,
residual hops.

Our bodies stiffen:

We have decided
at never

Will we become him.

K. Johansson is a sophomore who in her ee time enjoys 
making brownies, dancing, and reading.
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BBlloocckk  IIssllaanndd
J. Finnegan

J. Finnegan is a senior in “Advanced Digital Imaging.” is picture was taken on a
long walk on Block Island.
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DDeeppaarrttuurree
B. Engles

1. INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

BRIDGET stands by the window. She holds an unlit cigarette in her le hand.
She looks out on to the streets of King’s Cross, London. Her eyes are vacant. She
is wearing a sophisticated black dress, almost the exact same color as hair. She is
in her late twenties and looks exhausted by the world. 

SAM, a man of the same age, comes out of the bedroom. He is wearing a black
suit and is still fidgeting with his blue tie. His hair is dirty blonde. He is tall,
slim, and moves with confidence. 

SAM
Are you going to put some of 
that perfume on before we go?

Sam is looking at himself from different angles in the living room mirror. 

BRIDGET
I’m not going.

Sam turns his head away from the mirror and looks at Bridget.

SAM
Why not? Natalie’s expecting 
both of us to be there.

Bridget doesn’t respond. She just keeps blankly staring.
Sam approaches her.

SAM
What aren’t you telling me?
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He places his hands on her bare shoulders. Bridget doesn’t look comforted or
disgusted, just apathetic.

BRIDGET
at’s an interesting way to 
word the question.

She turns away from the window and walks toward the kitchen.

SAM
What’s that supposed to mean?

WIDE SHOT: Bridget stops in her tracks on the other side of the room. She
turns around and looks right at Sam. 

BRIDGET
I’ve just been thinking a lot about –

Sam’s phone rings and interrupts Bridget. 

SAM
Sorry, one second.

Sam turns around to step out on the balcony to take the phone call. Bridget
heads to the kitchen.

2. INT. KITCHEN – MOMENTS LATER

Bridget is leaning against the oven. Her cigarette remains unlit in her le hand.
Sam walks in with his hands in his pockets.

SAM
I’m sorry about that.
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BRIDGET
I don’t want you to go.

SAM
Why’s that?

BRIDGET
Because I need to talk to you.

Sam looks at the digital clock on the microwave. He returns his eyes to Bridget.

SAM
Can’t it wait?

Bridget looks slightly disgusted. She grabs a book of matches off the top of the
oven. She takes a match out and finally lights her cigarette. Yet, she doesn’t look
any less stressed aer her first drag.

BRIDGET
You want to see her that badly?

SAM
Don’t pull that, you’re acting 
like I have a choice. 

BRIDGET
If she’s already agreed to be 
a producer, then why are you 
spending so much time with her?

SAM
It’s not just the two of us, 
the whole crew will be there. 
And you know we’re just partners.
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Bridget lets her cigarette burn. She crosses her arms in front of her chest. 

BRIDGET
en why do you leave the room 
when you take her calls? 

Sam removes his hands from his pockets and starts moving his hands as he de-
fends himself. 

SAM
It’s just the business I’m in. 

BRIDGET
Spare me.

Sam’s expression changes. It’s obvious he’s insulted by Bridget’s slight. e con-
versation becomes an argument.

BRIDGET
Do you want me to feel sorry for you?

SAM
(frustrated)

No! It’s just that I can’t seem to make you understand!

BRIDGET
en explain it to my simple little mind.

SAM
Jesus Christ, Bridget, that’s not what I’m saying! 
Stop taking everything as an attack!

BRIDGET
Fine.
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Bridget calms down. She unfolds her arms and takes a puff from her cigarette.
She looks down at the floor.

SAM
I just want you to know–will you look at me?

Sam uses his hand to li her head from staring at the floor. Bridget looks infuri-
ated.

SAM
I want you to know there’s nothing between us.

BRIDGET
(Slowly and quietly)

So stay. 

SAM
I have to.

BRIDGET
Right.

Bridget turns the other way so Sam’s hand is no longer touching her face. Sam
steps forward close to her, but Bridget doesn’t turn to face him.

SAM
Will you just come with me? We 
can forget about this stupid fight. 

BRIDGET
I’m asking you to stay here.

SAM
You know I can’t.
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Bridget turns her face towards Sam. 

BRIDGET
en go.

e two look at each other for a moment before Sam moves. 

WIDE SHOT: He moves past her and he grabs the tray of cheeses from the re-
frigerator. He leaves the kitchen.

3. INT. LIVING ROOM – CONTINUOUS

Sam stops at the door and looks back at Bridget.

SAM
I wish you’d come.

4. INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Her eyes become slightly red and traces of tears appear. She shivers a little as he
shuts the door.

BRIDGET
Sam?

She waits for a moment. He doesn’t come back. She begins to cry.                                         

CUT TO BLACK.

B. Engles is a senior at Falmouth High School, the senior editor of 
Gifford Street Writers, and plans on attending college in the fall.
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CCoonnttrraasstt
B. Morgan

B. Morgan is a senior.
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OOcceeaann  EEyyeess
Anonymous

3 AM

Failing Chem

Wonder why

People Die

Did my best

Need some rest

ink at all

Sleep won’t fall

Empty space

Takes your place

Lemon pies

Ocean-eyes

Missing you

Mountain dew

Crowded halls

Dirty malls

Should have said

Now I dread

Did you know?

I hope so…

I’m sorry.
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WWhheenn  tthhee  WWoorrlldd  SSttooppppeedd
M. Anderson

e autumn sun smiled
As bright as our tiny faces,

pink from chilled air,
I ran and spun in circles,

Like a spinning top,
Mimicking him.

e crisp fresh air
rushed into my small lungs,

as my one true friend,
Always by my side,

Always trusted,
Was there to run,

Giggle, leap,
Squirm and stare:

Stare at the foliage,
Ever so colorful

F a l l i n g peacefully,
Like ball room dancing.

I remember hearing
My brother inhale

As our fingers found each other
And interlocked

within the surrounding leaves.
My heart was pounding,

Chest rose and fell
Like the ocean tide,
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I knew he would always be there:
e moment was frozen in time.

Like a broken record,
We piled the leaves,

and jumped and laughed ‘till hurt,
So quickly, and unexpected the day

I was there lying,
Staring, speechless.

Two rivers streamed down my face
Dripping endlessly,

I could never find his hand
Buried deep in the pile,

I listened for his breathing,
Silence:

Silence screaming in my ears
I was alone.

I will never find his hand
Buried deep in the pile

Until the day comes
Where we meet again.

M. Anderson is a sophomore and loves to play field hockey and golf. 
She enjoys watching lightning storms and looking at the stars.
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BBee  YYoouurrsseellff
J. German

J. German is a junior. He loves to make abstract art and play music.
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EEsstthheerr
K. Foote

ere was a woman with a coffee tress,
And a cream colored dress;

Of a smooth texture, satin and supple, 
For she was soon to become one of a couple.

On each ear a small pearl matched, 
And a veil elegantly to her hair was attached.

She perched on the edge of a chair akin to a large creampuff,
Engaged in a lively discourse, not the slightest bit gruff.

Daintily sipping on a crimson mead,
To prepare for the approaching deed.

A serene façade masking inner apprehension,
Not a trace of worry emerges from her tamed tension.
She fingers a string of pearls upon her graceful neck,
And examines her ensemble for so much as a fleck.
For the occasion is so magnanimous and reputed,
To be a most grandiose affair, not to be unsuited.
Indeed she exudes fastidiousness in all her ways,

Yet she radiates warmth greater than the sun’s rays,
For two dimples upon her cheeks so oen sprout,
Exhibiting her tender affection, and never a pout.

When she was at last full of readiness,
Up she stood and glided to the door for steadiness.

Quite sprightly she was indeed, yet also a bit a quiver,
And as she began the stroll, her mouth broke open with a shiver,

For, at the sight of her fiancé, she was overcome with exhilaration,
All trepidation evaporated, seeing only now her destination.

K. Foote is a senior. She relishes writing of all sorts,
particularly poems and short stories.
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A sshhooaall is a shallow nutrient-rich refuge in a body of water.
While the shoal can beach the  greatest of ships, it also can nurture
the smallest of the ocean’s creatures. The Gifford Street Writers is
likewise a place where we find nourishment in the company of our

peers. The Shoal showcases our haven and growth in the life of
artists and writers at Falmouth High School.
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